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PORTFOLIO ELEMENT A
PRESENTATION AND JUSTIFICATION OF THE PROBLEM



 Problem Statement 

Spring release, centrifugal fed weed trimmers can be troublesome

due to spring system limitations, and unevenly distributed spools.

Currently there is no way to feed a consistent length of new line.

 Project Justification 

Black & Decker Recalls Trimmers/Edger’s Due to Laceration Hazard from Projectiles

Source (APA format): 

Commission, U. S. (2007, July 20). Consumer Product Safety Commission. Retrieved

          from United States Consumer Product Safety Comission :  

          http://www.cpsc.gov/en/Recalls/2007/Black--Decker-Recalls-TrimmersEdgers-

          Due-to-Laceration-Hazard-from-Projectiles/ 

Artifact Summary: 

The spool from the trimmer can come lose and hurt people around one another. There have been 707 reports of 

incidents with GH1000 Grasshog trimmer, and 58 have been reports of injuries, which include lacerations, bruises, and 

facial injuries.  

Artifact Critique: 

This shows lawn trimmers are not safe products, and can cause physical and property damage. There needs to be a way 

of safely controlling the spool line output. 

Don't you hate it when your weed trimmer string jams?Don't you hate it when your weed trimmer string jams?

It's All In Your Head - How to Pick the Perfect String Trimmer Head

Source (APA format):

Munoz, M. (2015, November 27). It's All In Your Head - How to Pick the Perfect String

          Trimmer Head. Retrieved from Power Equipment Direct :

          http://web.archive.org/web/20151127133225/http://www.powerequipmentdirect.

          com/stories/802-How-To-Pick-The-Perfect-String-Trimmer-Head.html

Artifact Summary:

Bump Feed: Various lengths and diameter of line are wound around the spool of the

trimmer with two equal lengths fed through openings in the trimmer head. These

systems work by lightly tapping or “bumping” the bottom of the trimmer on the ground

while you are trimming.

                                        Automatic Feed: Similar to Bump Feed Systems, Auto feed systems use line spooling motor,

                                        that automatically feeds line through the spool with no effort required while the trimmer

                                        is in use.

Fixed Head: Fixed head systems use individual lengths of line that are loaded or threaded

into the trimmer one at a time, as needed. This avoids some of the hassle of winding line

onto trimmer heads, and makes the overall process of dealing with trimmer line less cumbersome.

Artifact Critique:

This was an interesting article that informs the reader of the three most common types of lawn trimmer heads. This 

article also informs the reader of the pros and cons of each type of lawn trimmer head. The consumer can use this article 

to help make decisions on what type of lawn trimmer they would rather have. I would recommend this article to anyone Page 1
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to help make decisions on what type of lawn trimmer they would rather have. I would recommend this article to anyone 

who uses lawn trimmers.
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The epidemiology of lawn trimmer injuries in the United States: 2000-2009

Source (APA format): 

Leinert J, G. R. (2012 ). The epidemiology of lawn trimmer injuries in the United States:

          2000-2009. Journal of Safety Research, 137-139. 

Artifact Summary: 

Within a nine year period (2000-2009) there was an estimated 81,907 injuries involving lawn trimmers. The most 

commonly injured body part was the head, specifically the eye, accounting for 42.5% of the injuries due to foreign 

projectiles.  

Artifact Critique: 

This was an interesting article that informs the reader of the most common type of injury when using lawn trimmers. I 

would recommend this article to anyone who uses lawn trimmers, informing them of the importance of eye protection.   

Troy-Bilt String Trimmer Sold at Lowe's Recalled for Laceration Hazard�

Source (APA format):

Commission, U. S. (2006, August 1). Troy-Bilt String Trimmer Sold at Lowe's Recalled for

Laceration Hazard. Retrieved from United States Consumer Product Safety Commission: 

http://web.archive.org/web/20160308113719/http://www.cpsc.gov/en/Recalls/2006/

Troy-Bilt-String-Trimmer-Sold-at-Lowes-Recalled-for-Laceration-Hazard/

Artifact Summary:

Although it did not result in any reported injuries, the manufacturing company,

Southwest Inc., did notice the impending seriousness of their faulty design, leading

to a recall. The problem originated from the line and spool causing damage to the

blade on the head of the lawn trimmer.

Artifact Critique:

The interesting part in this article came from what caused the blade on the head to snap off. It would be interesting to 

see if the problem would have occurred if the spool did not malfunction; or if the line distribution could have 

been controlled, so the impact on the blade was not as damaging.

Black & Decker Grasshog Trimmer Problems and Injuries Not Reported: CPSC

Source (APA format):

Writers, S. (2011 , August 9). Black & Decker Grasshog Trimmer Problems and Injuries Not

          Reported: CPSC - See more at: http://www.aboutlawsuits.com/black-decker-

          grasshog-trimmer-problems-not-reported-20170/#sthash.U1eZ2oBD.dpuf.

          Retrieved from About Lawsuits : http://www.aboutlawsuits.com/black-decker-

          grasshog-trimmer-problems-not-reported-20170/

Artifact Summary:

Federal regulators have been hit with an approximate $1 million civil penalty for not reporting the faulty Grasshog XP’s 

spool cap and pieces of trimmer string that fall off and become projectiles. Over 700 reports have been filed from 

consumers, with 158 resulting in a variety of minor to major injuries, such as lacerations and eye damage.

Artifact Critique:

The article shows the spool system is inefficient in its designed task, and there is room for improvements that can not 

only help with convenience, but also safety and health regulations. It is apparent from this document, and several others, 

that federal regulators do keep an eye out for safety concerns of weed trimmer users, so corporations should use the 

safest system available to avoid legal ramifications.
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Strung Out 

Source (APA format):

Quinn, J. (2013, November 1). Strung Out. Retrieved from Earth Island Journal: 

          http://www.earthisland.org/journal/index.php/elist/eListRead/strung_out/

Artifact Summary:

The article discusses why weed trimmers are pollutants, and why the

pollutants are bad for the environment. Primarily, the author discusses how the

plastic nylon that chips off of the weed trimmers can end up in the ocean, and

poison it and our food supply.

Artifact Critique:

The article mentions a serious problem that poses a very immediate issue. The issue, although unpreventable 

with current models, may be minimized by controlling the amount of line distribution.  
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Consumer Survey
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Our survey, which was given to more than 50 people over a 3-day period, shows a little over a 1/3 of users 
have difficulty with the wires coming out evenly. More than half of the users have to fix their weed eater at 
least once a month during use, but more than half do not find this an infuriating process. We've also 
discovered a unique issue we did not expect - users being dissatisfied with the size of the guard head. 
More than a quarter of surveyors mentioned the guard head was not efficient.

Our team surveyed people using both a paper, given at Home Depot and on University of Kentucky 
campuses, and an online Google documents survey from strangers, friends and fellow PLTW member. We 
received more then 50 surveys within 3 days by both approaching people and asking friends and 
strangers to fill it out online. We did person-to-person surveys during the afternoon, and the online was 
done at the survey takers’ convenience. We used both in-person and online surveying because it allowed 
us to cover more ground and garner more surveys within the limited time we had. Moreover, online 
offered the unique opportunity of randomly surveying a group of people of different background without 
talking to them, which is not be present in in-person surveying because we, survey distributors, could 
approach a survey taker based on appearance, which can skew our data.

Survey Results Summary

Voice of the Cusomter
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Bump Head Feed Patent Summary Sheet

Source (APA format):
Desent, N. S., & Imack L. Collins. (1991 ). Shreveport, La. Patent No. 5,020,223 .
Everts, R. G. (1992 ). Chandler Ariz Patent No. 5,109,607 .

Patent Number: Patent No. 5,020,223

Patent Summary: This patent discusses the bump head process itself; as a way of hitting 
the head of the trimmer on the ground to release the spool.

Patent Critique: The patent itself, although mentions it’s a simplified version of the 
previously existing bump head design, sounds literally the same, except with a more fluid 
design

Images/sketches:

Patent Summary
Automatic Patent

Source (APA format):
Everts, R. G. (1992 ). Chandler Ariz Patent No. 5,109,607 .

Patent Number: Patent No. 5,109,60

Patent Summary: This patent deals with controlling centrifugal force by either reducing 
the line length, or by slowing the rotational speed. It is also a controlled way of 
outputting spool length.

Patent Critique: It addresses our problem because it literally controls the spool length 
using a motor. However, it appears the patent only uses single thread versus dual 
thread, which is faster. It provides a solution to the problem, but at the cost of adding 
more sensitive, expensive parts to the weed trimmer.

Images/sketches:
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Fixed-Line Trimmer Head Patent Summary Sheet

Source (APA format): 
Fogle, J. R. ( 2005 ). Sc0ttsda1e,AZ Patent No. US 6,944,956 B1 .
James D. Mitchell JR. (2006 ). Martmsvllle VA Patent No. US 2006/0218797 A1.

Patent Number: Patent No. US 6,944,956 B1

Patent Summary: The patent discusses replacing the spool with a fixed piece of wire. The 
wire is placed on a rotating head that serves the same purpose as a bump head.

Patent Critique: The idea is simple, which discusses replacing the troubling spool with just 
two pieces of wire that can be clipped into place. This gets rid of the spool, excessive 
wiring, and spring. However, because it’s fixed, you can’t add more while the weed wacker 
is being used; you’ll need to fully stop. The inconvenience of having to stop every couple of 
minutes to replace the wire makes the use of a this model inconvenient

Images/sketches:
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Continuous Feed Patent Summary Sheet

Source (APA format):
James D. Mitchell JR. (2006 ). Martmsvllle VA Patent No. US 2006/0218797 A1 .

Patent Number: US 2006/0218797 A1

Patent Summary: The patent discusses distributing spool using a simple gear 
mechanism. They mentioned putting the spool away from the head.

Patent Critique: This patent discusses, and possibly solves, the distribution of spool 
without a bump head (which sometimes tightens). However, the patent only discusses 
a single thread instead of a dual or multi thread weed trimmer.
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Products on Market
The Brogio Brush Cutter Whipper Snipper Head Line Trimmer Metal Blade 
Brushcutter is a simply designed weed trimmer head that consists of 4 
chains that rotate based a motor.

Pros: The apparent benefit to this is because they are a fixed chain, there is 
no need to adjust the length of the chain; each chain is of equal length. 
Also, there is likely no jam here because the chains would not contact each 
other, and should there be a jam, it looks to be an easy untangle because 
the chains are so long.

Cons: Because it consists of 4 large chains, the rotational speed is lower 
than a nylon string weed trimmer, and hence it goes slower. Moreover, 
should the chain hit a person, that’ll cause a wider area of damage, and 
potentially fracture the bones, which nylon string is unable to do.
Therefore, this solves our problem of a non-jamming head, and equally 
distributed strings, but it also adds the problem of more serious injuries, 
and increasing the time it takes to trim lawns.

References
Brogio. (2012, Feburary 22). BROGIO BRUSH CUTTER WHIPPER SNIPPER 
HEAD LINE TRIMMER METAL BLADE BRUSHCUTTER. Retrieved from EBay: 
http://www.ebay.com/itm/BROGIO-BRUSH-CUTTER-WHIPPER-SNIPPER-
HEAD-LINE-TRIMMER-METAL-BLADE-BRUSHCUTTER-/300668802237

The Stihl – Aftermarket Speed Feed 450 is an improved bump head model 
that simply improves the speed of the line output. So instead of having to 
bump the trimmer on the ground 7 times, for example, to get 6 inches of 
line out, you’ll only need to bump it 3 times to get the same line out.

Pros: Because there is less slamming on the ground, there is a less likely 
hood of jamming/tightening happening around the spring.

Cons: Because this model still does not address the uneven distribution of 
the wire, and does not guarantee the head jams.
This model addresses our problem of lessening the jams, but does not 
guarantee a jam-free session. It also is not a perfectly controlled way of 
distributing the wire.

References
Stihl. (n.d.). Stihl - Aftermarket Speed Feed 450. Retrieved from Jacks Small 
Engine: http://www.jackssmallengines.com/jacks-parts-

a single thread instead of a dual or multi thread weed trimmer.

Images/sketches:
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The fixed weed eater Pivotrim Universal Trimmer Head is a head where you 
can insert and lock a fixed line into the head.

Pros: Because it’s a fixed, locked line length, there is no need to bump any 
head or push any buttons to exert more line (because there is no line to 
output). It also appears there is no chance of this head jamming during use 
because there is no spool or spring. Also, changing the wire would be very 
simple.

Cons: Because it’s a fixed length, there is no way to increase or decrease 
the length for precision trimming. Also, because there’s no additional wire 
to use during operation, should the wire break you’ll need to physically 
stop everything. Then unlock the mechanism holding the wires, remove the 
3 to 4 broken wires, replace them then start the engine. If the yard is large, 
you’ll need to do this multiple times.
This model does address the concern of jamming and has a fixed line, but 
in pure convenience, it does not stack up against the automatic or bump 
feed model (because it stops the momentum of yard work).

References
Rino-Tuff. (2016). Pivotrim Universal Trimmer Head. Retrieved from Home 
Depot: http://www.homedepot.com/p/Rino-Tuff-Pivotrim-Universal-
Trimmer-Head-17093/206470721

Engine: http://www.jackssmallengines.com/jacks-parts-
lookup/part/universal/385288#moreOem

Black and Decker ST7700 13-inch 4.4 amp Automatic Feed String Trimmer 
and Edger is a weed wacker that replaces the bump model with a single 
thread model that automatically feeds line out based on the tension 
exerted on the string/base.

Pros: Here is an automatic feed that does not jam because there is no need 
to bump the head, and it controls the line output automatically without 
having to stop trimming.

Cons: With this model is that it’s a single thread, making the area it covers 
less than the bump head dual thread. Although it avoids jamming, the 
motor is prone to overheating, based on the customer reviews. Also, the 
automatic feed keeps the wire out at a fixed distance; for example, if you 
only wanted 3 inches of wire instead of the fixed 6 inches, then the 
automatic feed will output the remaining 3 inches, making precision 
trimming more difficult.

References
BLACK+DECKER. (2007). Black & Decker ST7700 13-Inch 4.4 amp Automatic 
Feed String Trimmer and Edger. Retrieved from Amazon: 
https://www.amazon.com/Decker-ST7700-13-Inch-Automatic-
Trimmer/dp/B000NJO3TC/ref=cm_cr_arp_d_product_top?ie=UTF8
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The Oregon Gator SpeedLoad Trimmer Head & Line System is a bump head 
that uses an easily replaceable head with an easy-to-insert spool.

Pros: This bump head model is designed to be easy and quick to replace 
and fix. It’s selling point, besides convenience of replacement, is its non-
jamming feature because it uses already-wound-up spool that can be 
inserted into the head of the trimmer.

Cons: because you need to buy pre-wound replacement spools, limiting a 
customer’s choices. Also, the pre-wound replacement spools come in very 
small amount, forcing customers to buy multiple pre-wound spools to be 
used for a moderate to large size lawn. Also, this model doesn’t work for 
battery-powered trimmers.

This easy-to-load trimmer does address the jamming feature, and the 
convenience of a quick load system; however, because it’s a bump head, it’s 
still prone to not distributing even amounts of wire for dual threads.

References
Oregon. (2016). Oregon Gator SpeedLoad Trimmer Head & Line System fits 
Ryobi, Homelite, Toro, Bolens, Troy Bilt and Stihl. Retrieved from Amazon: 
https://www.amazon.com/Oregon-SpeedLoad-Trimmer-System-
Homelite/dp/B01C3XYKTS

The Grass Cutting Blade is replacing the entire spool and nylon wire with a 
metallic blade that rotates.
 
Pros: Because it replaces wires, there is no chance of it jamming, and there 
is no need to control the radius. Also, because it’s metallic, it has a longer 
duration than the nylon wires.
 
Cons: Because it’s a large blade and not flexible, there are some angles that 
would make it harder to cut at versus the nylon wire counterpart, such as 
getting into small spaces. Moreover, because there is no way to control the 
radius, precision trimming is difficult. Lastly, these designs are significantly 
more expensive; the cheapest online was over $600.00.

References
Stihl. (2013). Grass Cutting Blade. Retrieved from Stihl: 
http://www.stihlusa.com/products/trimmers-and-
brushcutters/accessories/trimmer-heads-and-blades/grassblade/
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Our survey consisted of 9 questions, ranging from, "Do you own a weed eater?" to, "What frustrations do 
you feel with it?" We surveyed 50 people in restaurants, on the streets, Home Depot, and online. We 
discovered several interesting results, most of which can be found in Document A, but one interesting 
feature was when we asked, "What type of features would you like to have on a spool head?" The 
following are the four most popular responses:

9% wanted it lighter
14% wanted more line

17% wanted a controlled feed
20% wanted a better guard

Based on the customer requests, we have defined the following specifications:
Lighters - less than the average weed trimmer 13 lbs.
More line - greater than the standard 80 ft. of nylon wires
Better guard - covers more protected area than the average guard, which is about 45 inches squared.
Controlled feed - outputs the exact line we want

Similar Solution Matrix summary: we each took our best idea and placed them in the rubric above. 
What we discovered, although all unique and offering their own take on the solution to our problem, 
was the top, left design was the closest to solving the problem. It proposed a simple feed design that 
guaranteed precision control, but did not address adding a larger guard or less weight to its final 

Customer Requests

Product Specifications

Similar Solution Matrix

Scoring Rubric: 
1 (bad) - Product/model worsens it
2 (below average) - Product/model does not alter it
3 (average) - Product/model slightly alters it, but not much noticeable change
4 (good) - Product/model fixes it    

https://www.innovationportal.org/file/download/339603
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PORTFOLIO ELEMENT D
DESIGN CONCEPT GENERATION, ANALYSIS, AND
SELECTION

Page 1

guaranteed precision control, but did not address adding a larger guard or less weight to its final 
design. Also, there is no mention of whether it's a hand-fed or a motor-based mechanism.



We selected our top 4 ideas from our 80 quick sketches we did that fit the customers' requests. 

The scoring rubric we used are as follows:
1- product does not improve it, but makes it worse
2- product/model does not alter it
3 - product/model slightly alters it, but not much noticeable change)
4 - product/model fixes it

Default Paragraph

            Figure 1

                                                                                                        Figure 3

            Figure 2                                                                                                         Figure 4

Decision Making Matrix Summary:
After using the Decision Making Matrix, it became clear Figure 1 was the best design out of the 4 because 
it addressed almost all major problems. The feed would be controlled with a simple motor and a button 
on the handle. We can add more spool because the spool would be on the shaft, and not inside the 
trimmer head. Since the spool is not in the weed eater's head, we can add larger guards either on the 
base or the shaft. However, it's unclear whether or not the final product will weight more or less than the 
average bump head. Our prediction is that it'll weigh either the same or a bit more because of 
the small motor we're adding. 

Decision Making Matrix

Figure 1

Figure 3

Figure 4

https://www.innovationportal.org/file/download/339607
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We have a variety of thumbnail sketches 
and 

Our thumbnail sketches consist of 
rough ideas that show how the wire 
would be fed through different 
mechanisms. 

The mechanical drawings witnessed 
here were the same designs that went 
through the Decision Making Matrix

Thumbnail Sketches & Mechanical Drawings
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PORTFOLIO ELEMENT E
APPLICATION OF STEM PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES



Science - We used elements from statistics to garner and analyze a series of responses

Technology - We've used online surveys, Autodesk sketching and modeling, and 3D printing to gather 
data and model possible solutions

Engineering - We were able to use 2D sketches, and took apart a lawn mower to better understand it

Mathematics - To find the area of the guard, we used definite integrals, Wolfram Alpha, Symbolab, and 
graphing paper to approximate. 

STEM
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Loads. How will loads be transferred from the environment to your product, and how will loads be 
transferred within your product? Will the loads be static (unchanging) or dynamic (changing)? How can 
you calculate the loads? Will the components of your product be able to withstand the magnitude of these 
loads?
The spool will be replaceable, similar to the current bump head model. The line will be fed manually 
through a newly-designed shaft, and placed into the head of the weed trimmer. Loading how much wire 
will be dependent upon how long the shaft is and how much the user wants to use.

Materials. Will your choice of materials withstand the test of time? Will the density/weight of the materials 
adversely affect your design? Will mechanical properties of your materials provide sufficient strength, 
stiffness, and abrasion resistance? Will the material be able to withstand repetitive loading without 
premature failure? Will the material operate well within the range of temperatures to which the product 
will be subjected? How will the material react to sunlight, temperature variations, chemicals to which it will 
be exposed?
Our model is designed to be long-lasting and not jam with loading. We are striving for a lighter weight 
than the current 13 lbs. model, but because our design consist a lot of metal, motor and plastic, it will be a 
challenge to make it lighter. The weed trimmer is designed to be used during sunny seasons, so cold, 
snowy and rainy temperature is not something we have designed around it.

Mechanical Engineering. Does your design require an input of heat or mechanical power? Are there 
moving parts in your design? What simple machines are employed in the design? Will all the components 
of your product interact effectively? Will the loads be efficiently transferred from part to part? Do all the 
parts move at an ideal speed?  

We will have moving parts moved by a battery-powered motor. The motor will move the trimmer head, so 
the nylon wire can spin at a fast enough RPM to cut the vegetation. The line from the spool will be pulled 
out by a motor controlled by the user. Because it’s a weed trimmer connected by variety of different 
components, the speed will need to be with respect to each other’s rotational speed.

 Energy. Does your product require an input of energy? In what form is the energy supplied? How is it 
converted by your product to produce the desired output?

The weed trimmer will require a battery-powered motor. With the battery-powered motor, we are able to 
manually, quickly, and safely control our weed trimmer’s angular speed, and line feed. 

Chemical/Bio Engineering. Does your design involve conversion of raw materials to another form during 
manufacture or use? What chemical or biological transformations are involved in the process(es)?

No.

Electrical Engineering. Will your design involve electricity, electronics, control systems, 

Viability of the Proposed Solution



Electrical Engineering. Will your design involve electricity, electronics, control systems, 
telecommunications, or computers? How will these systems be integrated into your design? 

No.

Have you researched laws, codes, and regulations that could potentially impact your design? Do you feel 
that your team has met its ethical responsibility for technical expertise related to the design of your 
product? If not, perform additional research at this time. Revise your product design as necessary.

No regulations or codes against what we’re trying to do. 

Compose an ethical justification for further development of your product by describing why and how the 
benefits of your product outweigh the negative impacts.

Several consequences of our design is that it requires a lot of non-friendly earth environment, which 
does not recycle well. However, because of its longevity, it can be re-shaped for other purposes, such as 
using the shaft and re-purposing it for the shaft of a lamp. Some metals can also be recycled, such as 
aluminum (assuming that’s one of the metals used). Moreover, because we’re designing the feed to be 
controlled, the user should waste less wiring than the bump head counterpart, lessening the waste of 
plastic. 

What are some potential ways in which your product could fail? What design features have you included 
to minimize the chance of failure?

Our product is designed to address two primary issues: jamming and wasting nylon wire. Our product, 
with poor design, could fail to address (or possibly make worse) these two criteria’s by designing the shaft 

Product’s Anticipated Lifecycle

https://www.innovationportal.org/file/download/339619
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with poor design, could fail to address (or possibly make worse) these two criteria’s by designing the shaft 
or control system incorrectly; for example, if the centrifugal force pulls the wire out because the gears are 
not holding the wires correctly, then it could possibly cause jamming and wasting unnecessary amounts 
of wire. We saw this with a prototype design using a simple wooden cylinder and a power drill (video is 
attached below).  



Materials List
We've compiled a list of materials we've bought, borrowed or were donated to us from the University of 
Kentucky (UK)

What items pose the biggest challenge for your team and how do you plan to overcome those challenges?
The largest item was 3D printing, since it’s not a common item. We were able to track down a 3D printer 
with the help of PLTW staff and UK’s open-door policy.

     Conclusion 

https://www.innovationportal.org/file/download/339662
https://www.innovationportal.org/file/download/339661


with the help of PLTW staff and UK’s open-door policy.

While compiling these lists, did you have to determine an alternative plan for any items that you are 
concerned about acquiring?
No.

Do you feel your use of materials is cost effective? If not, what could you change in order for the design to 
be more cost effective? What steps did your team take to remain as cost effective as possible?
Assuming cost effective means it falls within the $80 budget range, yes, our materials are cost effective.
We bought only the necessary item; we did not purchase items to merely experiment on and throw away. 
All items we bought have played a critical role in our prototype.



Our prototype consists of a hollowed-out shaft, button, DC motors, wires, and some basic gears from a 
bump head motor we took apart. Our main focus is on wiring our prototype so it controls the motors and 
outputs the exact amount of wire we want. The other parts can be built around it once we have a working 
line dispenser. Once that's done, we will focus on the weed eater's head, and make sure there is enough 
RPM so the nylon wire can cut the vegetation. 

We first began our prototype phase by making a rough 2D sketch (as shown below

Our prototype shows the gears in the weed eater's head, shaft, 
handle with an indication of our line feed button, and how the spool 
will be controlled. What we did not draw on here were the extra 
guard head we'll design onto it once everything has been put 
together.

We followed our 2D sketch with a 3D Autodesk Inventor modeling. Some pictures are listed below.

First Prototype Phase

Introducing Our Prototype

https://www.innovationportal.org/file/download/339685
https://www.innovationportal.org/file/download/339670
https://www.innovationportal.org/file/download/339688
https://www.innovationportal.org/file/download/339687


Some design changes we've made were to the shaft and weed eater's head. As we were making them, we 
noticed we drilled a hole off center, so we had to alter the shaft to fit precisely in the hole. Some other 
alterations we've made were to the bump head's gears.

Below are some chronological pictures taken that show the process of our prototype being made

Below is Troy and Jared working on the shaft. They have it mounted so they 
can use the hand drill to test the motor's power. They are also placing the 
wires through the shaft, and connected to the line-feeder switch.

We next made the spindle, which is where the nylon wire will be wrapped 
around. 

One of the first steps was to measure the shaft and 3D print our new shaft. This 
newly designed shaft allows us to modify the weed eater's head, so we can add 
wires, motors, etc.

We alter the weed eater's head so the 3D printed shaft can be centered 
through it and connect to the wire and motors, which are running through 
the shaft.

https://www.innovationportal.org/file/download/339673
https://www.innovationportal.org/file/download/339686
https://www.innovationportal.org/file/download/339684
http://www.innovationportal.org/file/download/339611
http://www.innovationportal.org/file/download/339615
https://www.innovationportal.org/file/download/339671
https://www.innovationportal.org/file/download/339676
https://www.innovationportal.org/file/download/339674
https://www.innovationportal.org/file/download/339679


We then connect the shaft and gears together in the 
trimmer's head to make sure everything aligned. We found 
out the shaft didn't center perfectly with the trimmer's head; 
so we will have to change the dimensions of the shaft to fit it 
perfectly. 

Beginning the electrical wiring phase, Jared wires the 
motor to the push switch to see if the motor starts 
when the button is pressed. It does!



Throughout the design build, we used Autodesk 
Inventor to make custom parts, which would later be 3D 
printed



We are seeing whether or not the new gears and shaft we printed would 
fit into the weed trimmer's head. We found it does. 
We were also threading the shaft so it can rotate (threading was not a 
feature we could add to the 3D printing) 

During our various stages, we would go one and off the 
3D printing. In the video, we are printing two shafts.

https://www.innovationportal.org/file/download/339725
https://www.innovationportal.org/file/download/339681
https://www.innovationportal.org/file/download/339723
https://www.innovationportal.org/file/download/339677
https://www.innovationportal.org/file/download/339683
https://www.innovationportal.org/file/download/339724
https://www.innovationportal.org/file/download/339732
https://www.innovationportal.org/file/download/339726
https://www.innovationportal.org/file/download/339730
https://www.innovationportal.org/file/download/339731
https://www.innovationportal.org/file/download/339729
https://www.innovationportal.org/file/download/339736




We recently tested our spindle and shaft to see if it works. From our 
observations, we can see that it worked exactly as it should. 



With the shaft, puck, and weed trimmer head ready, we connected them together, and then used a hand 
drill to rotate them to see if we they functioned as designed. 

Results note: Although the pieces worked as expected, when we tested two types of nylon, green and 
white, we found the white would twist and jam because it was so thick; however, the green would not 
twist because it was thinner. 





Green Wire Video 


White Wire Video

Now we have all our parts, we are placing the pieces together to form an entire weed eater.

 Figure 1                               Figure 2                                Figure 3                                Figure 4 

Figure 1 shows the gears, shaft and puck aligned together. It's purpose is to feed the line through the 
head trimmer, and the gears are to rotate the puck, which in turns rotates the nylon wire

Figure 2 and 3 shows the motor and the weed trimmer head. The motor will push the line through the 
weed eater, and the head holds it all together

Figure 4 displays the other pieces, including the newly designed spool

https://www.innovationportal.org/file/download/339773
https://www.innovationportal.org/file/download/339737
https://www.innovationportal.org/file/download/339769
https://www.innovationportal.org/file/download/339836
https://www.innovationportal.org/file/download/339837
https://www.innovationportal.org/file/download/339835
https://www.innovationportal.org/file/download/339834
https://www.innovationportal.org/file/download/339772
http://www.innovationportal.org/file/download/339736


During our process, we had to make alterations to our components, such 
as drilling a wider radius to our weed eater head so the DC motor can fit 
without creating tension between the motor and head.



 

We also tested each pieces together separately before we began testing 
the entire weed eater.

 

While we were testing each component, we did run into trouble. Most of it came from the motor 
scrapping against the head, so we've had to alter the dimensions. 
In the videos above, it's a progression of how changing the dimensions slowly but surely fixed our 
dilemma.

With the entire bottom weed trimmer put together, we now began various 
testing stages to see if the motor can feed the line through the shaft and out 
of the puck.

https://www.innovationportal.org/file/download/339839
https://www.innovationportal.org/file/download/339840
https://www.innovationportal.org/file/download/339838
https://www.innovationportal.org/file/download/339844
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Testing Procedure

Outdoor Innovation 

Barry Jones, Troy Storer, Jared Voldness, Andrew Chung 





We performed the various test stages on 6/24, 6/28, 6/29, and 6/30. We did our tests in the UK laboratory 
room 312.

  

Test Purpose
The reason for each tests:�
Test A: Our purpose was to see whether or not a single wire could be rotated without twisting. It’s 
important to know now because the way the wire works will determine how we make our weed trimmer 
head

Test B: Since the shaft holds several components together, we needed to see if it will hold place when 
spun at high RPMs.

Test C: We need to see if the puck rotates when attached to the shaft, and rotated by the hand drill. 

Test D: The head acts as a case, holding all parts together. During this testing phase, we will see if the 

During our periods of testing, we were able to perform several test phases:
Test A: We tested the nylon wire, and whether or not it would twist if it was in a 
rotating
head.

Test B: Placed the shaft in the head and rotated it with a drill to see if the it would
hold in place.

Test C: Connect the puck to the shaft, and see if it rotates with the nylon.

Test D: Test the head, shaft, and push button to see if the line can be fed.

Test E: Assemble the weed eater completely to see if it works.



Pass Criteria

During this testing process, some benchmark questions we asked ourselves were:
- Did the wire come out exactly the amount we wanted? At what rate did it come out? We are looking for 2 
inches in 1 second
- Was the weed eater lighter than the average 13 lbs.?
- Did we hold more than 30 feet of nylon wire?

Before we could test each phase, some initial conditions we needed were: 
- A power supply was needed to charge the motor.
- We also needed a testing jig to hold the prototype in place while we activate it.
- A working power drill.

Initial Conditions

Materials we need on hand
When running tests, we needed the materials listed below. Fortunately, University of Kentucky had a very 
well-stocked lab

Safety Concerns
The safety jig needs to be grounded, and must be holding the weed eater in place when activated. Safety 
glasses must be worn when near the machine, in case a part comes off flying. We also may need forearm 
protection; we discovered, when close to the wire, at high RPMs, it can be hard to predict where it’ll whip.



In the video, we can hear one of our members was accidentally whipped 
with the wire. Fortunately, no damage was done, but there is no guarantee 
of minimal damage.

Test D: The head acts as a case, holding all parts together. During this testing phase, we will see if the 
wire can be control fed through the shaft.

Test E: This final phase tests our full weed eater, and sees if it does as requested.

http://www.innovationportal.org/file/download/339663
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In order to ensure safety, we decided we would stop/terminate the test should any of the following 
happen:
- Stand becomes unstable
- Wire gets lose
- Pieces begin falling off/loose
- Any abnormalities from the generator, such as smoke or fire
- Member says, "Stop" or "Terminate"

Terminate Test



Prototype Analysis
Our prototype had mixed results. The wiring proved successful; once the button was pushed, the DC 
motor turned on inside the head with no excessive tension. This, in turn, should have allowed the 
wire to be fed through the shaft, and out the puck. However, it did not push the wire through. From 
our analysis, it appears it was because the shaft's hike and puck's hole were different diameter, which 
created too much tension for the wire to smoothly slide out. Moreover, the head case did not align 
perfectly to allow a smooth line flow. 
Running three tests, the results are listed below

Spool Length 
One of the survey results mentioned more wire. With a newly designed spool, we were able to hold exactly 
30 feet of spool. Our goal was to either equal or exceed the average 30 feet of spool available on the 
market.

Designed spool holding 30 feet 
of nylon wire.

In order to measure it, 
we had to use the table 
as a measuring tool. 
The table itself was 5 
feet long.

http://www.innovationportal.org/file/download/339852
https://www.innovationportal.org/file/download/339853
http://www.innovationportal.org/file/download/339844
https://www.innovationportal.org/file/download/339853


Prototype Test 1



Our first test showed obstruction in the housing, as documented in the video below. We had to adjust the 
housing body around the motor by changing the dimensions.

Prototype Test 2

In the picture above, the dimensions 
and shape of the head is being fixed 
so the obstruction is gone

Our second test showed the electrical wire, push button, and motor worked; however, we also discovered 
another obstruction in the bend of the head because the housing didn't align perfectly. We simply had to 
align it better.



In the video, we see the test being done after we 
aligned it. The feed is seen being pushed through 
when motor starts.

Prototype Test 3
The third test yielded in better results. We were able to feed line through the shaft when the motor 
started. The rate at which the line was fed, feet per second, was: 1, 1.5, and 2. The average is 1.5 feet per 
second of line distribution. 

Prototype Summary 
At each stage, the results varied. The problem is the success did not work every time it was tested. From 
observation, the problem arose because of the pieces. They would not always line up perfectly because 
we lacked necessary materials at the time, such as tape stronger than duct tape.
We also failed to measure RPM. Measuring RPM requires special equipment UK lacked. However, we were 
able to use a power drill (which runs approximately at half an RPM of a weed eater) to demonstrate how 
the head would behave when rotated by a power drill.

https://www.innovationportal.org/file/download/339860
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Although we failed to show consistent results, we do have a clear video of our general idea working. We 
failed because we had too many cases and items that did not fit well





**Feed back from community is supposed to go here, but they did not 
provide feedback nor questions.**
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Future Improvements in Development

Where did the project go right?
We had independent parts working, and we knew exactly what we wanted and needed. 

Where did the project go wrong?
When put together, it did not work properly. 

What would the team change?
We showed independent parts worked, but when put together as a whole, it became clear it did not 
function 100% of the time; and when it did function, it didn't do it effortlessly. 
Some changes next time would be to better manage time, so we can test and improve upon the design. 
The failed prototype that came be was due to human error, such as not creating a large enough hole. 
With more time, we can take our results, and apply the correct solutions to them.

Some other changes that would have been beneficial would be to lighten the objectives. We had 3 
independent objectives. In hindsight, we could've done one instead, and not dealt with the minuscule 
details of moving gears, motors, etc.
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Looking Forward

What’s next? Submit portfolio? Patent attorney? Manufacturing? 
We've no plan on submitting it to a patent attorney or improving on them. However, we will use our 
experience as a guiding principle in our own personal EDD classes.
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